1. Introduction, Conditions for the completeness on (0,77) of sets {cos λ n x\ are well known. Here we shall consider sets {cos ( λ n x + q n )\. Such sets seem first to have been considered by Ditkin [3] , who proved that {cos (nx + ^7 ^) ^o°i s L-complete in (0,77) if 0 < q n < 77/2.
Ditkin's very simple proof uses Fourier series and does not seem capable of extension to the more general sets considered here. Our principal object is to show how the problem may be attacked by complex-variable methods; we shall not attempt an exhaustive discussion.
As a specimen we quote the following case. If X n > 0 and | X n ~ n | < δ < 1/2, then the sets {cos ( λ n x -f ^^)jo° an( l { We remark that although Ditkin's set {cos (nx + q n ) 5^ remains complete when all q n -77/2, it may fail to be complete if some but not all q n -77/2. In fact, the set {l, sin x, cos 2x f cos 3%, 5 is orthogonal to cos χ However, we shall
show that not only is the set {sin (nx + qn)}™ complete if ;0 < q n < 77/2, but even the set {sin (nx + q^)X\ is complete.
By applying the completeness theorem of Paley and Wiener [5, p.lθθ] to the equivalent set {cos nx + a n sin nx 5, 0 < a n \ < 1, we can show at once that 
For δ -0, Corollary 2 reduces to Ditkin's theorem; for δ ^ 0, the range of q n is more restricted. If the \ n are confined to one side of n, a sharper result is true.
COROLLARY 3. If n < \ n < n + h, 0 < S <1, and 0 < q n < Ml -δ)/2, Λ > 0; or if n -8 < λ n < n /or n > 0, 0 < δ < 1, and π(l -δ)/2 <q n < 0,
The following result on sets of sines includes the fact that {sin (nx
By demanding only //-completeness instead of L-completeness, we can allow the \ n to be larger than in Corollary 2.
COROLLARY 5. If I < p < co and n + 2 -δ < λ n < n + 2 -1/p, 1/p < δ < 1, ί/iew ί/te seί {cos (X^Λ; + g n ) }^° is LP-complete on (O,τr) if πS/2 < q n <7T/2.
3 Proof of the general theorem. We now prove the theorem stated above. We
where all α n satisfy α n > 0 or else all α n satisfy a n < 0, then /U) = 0 almost everywhere. Write
/V 2 (ί), and let Λ(ί) denote the number of zeros of H(z) in 0 < \ z\ < t.
We prove first that This completes the proof of (3.4).
By combining (3.4) with (2.1) and (2.2), we see that We now appeal to a modification of a result of Levinson [4, to show that H(z) = 0. This is as follows.
LEMMA. Let [χ n \^( Ά be a sequence of real numbers arranged in nondecreasing order 9 and let H(z) be an entire function which is known to vanish at all x n ; if H(z) is known to have a multiple zero at some x n> that x n is to be repeated, according to its multiplicity, in the sequence* Let v(r) denote the number of x n such
that x n \ < r and suppose that
Suppose finally that
. // p = oo, then H{z) = 0 if α < 2.
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The proof of the lemrna is parallel to that given by Boas and Pollard [2] for a similar result, and we omit it. A result of Levinson [4, p. 6 ], reduced to the interval ( -ττ/2,77/2), is that e "
1 < p < °° his proof also shows that L°°-completeness follows from (3.8) if l/p' is replaced by any number less than 1. Since M{t) = 2/V 2 W + 1, (3.8) is true in virtue of (2.2). Thus (2. In this case M(t) = 2N ί {t) and (3.8) follows from (2.1). The rest of the argument is as before.
4. Proof of Corollary 1. To prove Corollary 1 we have to show that (2.1) and (2.2) follow from 0 < λ n < n + S (n = 0,1,2, ), where δ = 1 + 1/p', 1 < p < co . ] n t he interval 2k+h<u<2k+h+ 2,whereA; = 0,1,2, , we have N^u) > k + 1. Let x > 1 and define n by In + δ < % < In + δ + 2. bn £ 0> according as α n > 0 or a n < 0. Then the completeness of (2.3) is equivalent to that of cos (X n x -λ n 77/2) cos b n -sin (X n x ~~ X n ττ/2) sin 6^ (π even) sin (λ n Λ -λ n 77/2) cos 6^ -h cos (X n x -X n π/2) sin b n (n odd) that is, to the completeness of
Now let X n = m -2e n /Ή, where m is an integer of the same parity as n. Then the completeness of (2.3) is equivalent to that of -V2 + e n < q n < e n .
We may satisfy ( certainly satisfied in this case. Corollary 1 requires only that \ n < n + 1 if p = 1 if we restrict \ n to lie always on one side of n we can therefore obtain a stronger result than Corollary 2. In fact, if n < X n < n + 1 we have 6 n < 0, and (5.3) is satisfied if 0 < q n < Ή/2 + 6 n , hence certainly if n < λ n < n + δ, δ < 1, and 0 < ^n < ττ(l -δ )/2. On the other hand, if n -1 < λ Λ < Λ (^ > 0), we have e n > 0 and (5.4) is satisfied if n ~ δ < λ Γi \< ^ (τι > 0), δ < 1, and-77(1 -δ)/2 < ^n < 0.
If we let X n = m -2β n /π, where m has opposite parity to n , (2. 
